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Book Descriptions:

Dragon Age Origins Manual Spirit Healer

Many are benevolent entities consisting of life energy, which can be called upon to mend flesh and
heal disease. Spirit healers focus on channeling the energies granted by these spirits, making them
indispensable members of a party of adventurers. Dont have an account. Sign up for free! The most
common causes of this issue areUsing GameFAQs regularly with these browsers can cause
temporary and even permanent IP blocks due to these additional requests. This triggers our
antispambot measures, which are designed to stop automated systems from flooding the site with
traffic. Continued use of these apps may cause your IP to be blocked indefinitely. There is no official
GameFAQs app, and we do not support nor have any contact with the makers of these unofficial
apps. Please fill out the CAPTCHA below and then click the button to indicate that you agree to
these terms. Continued abuse of our services will cause your IP address to be blocked
indefinitely.FAQ Bookmarks Access and manage the bookmarks you have added to different guides.
Bounty Write a guide for a Most Wanted game, get cash. Game Companies A list of all the companies
that have developed and published games. Game Credits A list of all the people and groups credited
for all the games we know of. Most Wanted The Top 100 popular games without full Guides on
GameFAQs. My Games Build your game collection, track and rate games. Rankings A list of games
ranked by rating, difficulty, and length as chosen by our users. Top 100 The Top 100 most popular
games on GameFAQs today. Whats New New games, guides, reviews, and more. All rights reserved.
All trademarks are property of their respective owners in the US and other countries. But I want to
teach it to Morrigan. So.any way or console command to do this You do not need those manuals,
becasue the specializations are open for your followers as well, once you have unlocked them. Game
does not make a difference in what PC knows and what your follower
knows.http://www.geotransservis.ru/imgeditor/construction_site_security_manual.xml

dragon age origins manual spirit healer, dragon age origins manual spirit healer.

Classes are just opened for all. Yeah, bingo! And thats why youre stuck with the Revered Mother
Wynnepretty much until lvl 14even if you do use Advanced Party fml. I mean, the party would be
nigh perfect if I could leave the neurotic crybabyAlistar and Rev.Mot. Wynne somewherewithout
losing out on stuff. Its just that ones much more calmCailan and the other much more
neuroticAlistar. I dont think Id be amiss by much if I said what a pair of ENFPs lol.D edit whos more
of a neurotic crybaby Alistar or Carth; Because she starts off with a specialization, she cannot have a
2nd one until Lv14. Yeah, bingo! And thats why youre stuck with the Revered Mother Wynnepretty
much until lvl 14even if you do use Advanced Party fml. Nah, youre not stuck with her at all. Maybe
on higher difficulty settings, not sure, never played above normal myself. I often play entire
playthroughs without using Wynne at all. A healer isnt required for Normal and Easy. Nah, hes not
aggravating in the least. Its like a big drunk teddy bear. You know, Like Ted. Thats some funny stuff.
Originally posted by Gorwe Leliana is kinda ok, so innocent lol She isnt as innocent as she comes off.
Especially if Hardened. Inquisition was a disappointed for my Hardened Leliana though considering
she obviously went back to working for the Chantry. My favorite lineup is actually Oghren,
Morrigan, Me FemaleElfMage, Leliana. Sometimes Ill bring Alistair just for a laugh for the girls to
pick on, otherwise, the ladies can handle their own. Although I have played some where I maintain
an all female party throughout, once the females are unlocked. 3 mages and a rogue was quite
interesting. Albeit a bit too easy once you have two mages with Blizzard and Tempest. Those two
alone can handle the mass majority of the enemies.And thats why youre stuck with the Revered
Mother Wynnepretty much until lvl 14even if you do use Advanced Party fml. Nah, youre not stuck
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with her at
all.http://crigroups.com/home/content/45/11775545/html/admin/uploadsxxx/construction-specificatio
ns-canada-manual-of-practice.xml

Maybe on higher difficulty settings, not sure, never played above normal myself. I often play entire
playthroughs without using Wynne at all. A healer isnt required for Normal and Easy. Nah, hes not
aggravating in the least. Its like a big drunk teddy bear. You know, Like Ted. Thats some funny stuff.
Originally posted by Gorwe Leliana is kinda ok, so innocent lol She isnt as innocent as she comes off.
Especially if Hardened. Inquisition was a disappointed for my Hardened Leliana though considering
she obviously went back to working for the Chantry. My favorite lineup is actually Oghren,
Morrigan, Me FemaleElfMage, Leliana. Sometimes Ill bring Alistair just for a laugh for the girls to
pick on, otherwise, the ladies can handle their own. Although I have played some where I maintain
an all female party throughout, once the females are unlocked. 3 mages and a rogue was quite
interesting. Albeit a bit too easy once you have two mages with Blizzard and Tempest. Those two
alone can handle the mass majority of the enemies.Perhaps you dont need a healer, yes. You do need
a CC specialist though. Force Field, Crushing Prison and the like are invaluable. Imo, Spirit school is
severely undervalued. Mana Clash tree, Telekinectic tree, Dispel tree.all very much useful. Against
the most dangerous enemies The Mages. Even other Lieutenants or Bosses are impactedoften by the
likes of Dispel, FF or CP. The only thing is.Id put Glyphs into Spirit too. They just feel more mystical
than what Creation stands for. Id also put Walking Bomb into Entropylol you dont say. Idk how Id
redistribute the Entropy and the Primal. I never understood how Walking Bomb is NOT an Entropy
based skill line. I mean, it pretty much nails the meaning of the word entropy. Maybe on higher
difficulty settings, not sure, never played above normal myself. I often play entire playthroughs
without using Wynne at all. A healer isnt required for Normal and Easy. Nah, hes not aggravating in
the least.

Its like a big drunk teddy bear. You know, Like Ted. Thats some funny stuff. She isnt as innocent as
she comes off. Especially if Hardened. Inquisition was a disappointed for my Hardened Leliana
though considering she obviously went back to working for the Chantry. My favorite lineup is
actually Oghren, Morrigan, Me FemaleElfMage, Leliana. Sometimes Ill bring Alistair just for a laugh
for the girls to pick on, otherwise, the ladies can handle their own. Although I have played some
where I maintain an all female party throughout, once the females are unlocked. 3 mages and a
rogue was quite interesting. Albeit a bit too easy once you have two mages with Blizzard and
Tempest. Those two alone can handle the mass majority of the enemies.Perhaps you dont need a
healer, yes. You do need a CC specialist though. Force Field, Crushing Prison and the like are
invaluable. Imo, Spirit school is severely undervalued. Mana Clash tree, Telekinectic tree, Dispel
tree.all very much useful. Against the most dangerous enemies The Mages. Even other Lieutenants
or Bosses are impactedoften by the likes of Dispel, FF or CP. The only thing is.Id put Glyphs into
Spirit too. They just feel more mystical than what Creation stands for. Id also put Walking Bomb into
Entropylol you dont say. Idk how Id redistribute the Entropy and the Primal. I never understood how
Walking Bomb is NOT an Entropy based skill line. I mean, it pretty much nails the meaning of the
word entropy. What is a CC Specialist. You made me load up the game just to try and figured out
what CC meant and I still dont see it. Although you go on to talk about Spirit spells, so I wonder if it
could be a difference between regions and versions for regional areas if there is such a thing with
DAO. Ill fully admit I probably do under utilize a lot of spells that I just cant see as being useful.

http://www.statcardsports.com/node/12128

Even if I do use Wynne, every mage gets the full gambit of Primal, though I wish you could pick and
choose which ones rather than having to do them all in sequence because there are some I never
use, but have to have the ability before being able to select the ones I actually want. Crushing Prison
Ill give you, but the only other one I ever use in Spirit besides Crushing Prison is Mind Blast and you
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have that right off the bat. Anything that Stuns or Stops enemies are the highest priority, which is
why Cone of Cold is a must for every mage as well as Blizzard. Two mages with Blizzard and
Tempest can take out nearly every enemy from afar and never even have to get up close and
personal. Ill have one mage cast blizzard, the other cast tempest. The moment the spells are cast,
reverse it and have the other cast Blizzard and tempest again. It makes all enemies within the radius
fall again and probably 99 times out of 100, whoever didnt get frozen in the first blizzard, gets
frozen in the 2nd and doing double Blizzard damage and double tempest damage throughout the
duration of the blizzard with mages on the edge of the blizzard for anyone who gets unfrozen and a
blast of cone of cold keeps them in the blizzard tempest field. Usually theyre all dead well before the
blizzards are done running their course. At that point, you just give your Tank a crossbow and your
Rogue a long bow and call it a day. Never a need for an up close and personal battle once you get
that far developed. I do tend to give someone Spirit Healer for Group Heal and Revival, but its really
only needed for Dragons and maybe a one off battle here or there. Being that with that setup 99% of
any fight can be won from afar or even if someone does get close, dual cone of cold keeps them
frozen. Theres really no need for any of the other spells.

Theres an argument to be made for the other spells being needed so the game doesnt get boring
with the same 2 or 3 spells being used to kill everything over and over which could make the game
redundant and boring over time. That much Ill agree and it could pose a problem in a nitemare
situation, but I tend not to play the crazy difficult modes, so it works for me. I think it was my first or
2nd play through that I had Morrigan learn all of Entropy, but I found that it never got used and that
the primal are you biggest heavy hitting damage, so if they cant move, heavy damage is headed their
way, so anything that stuns, freezes, paralyses, etc.Its also quite possible that Im stuck in a mode of
whats proven to work, so giving other things that also a work a try is difficult because I know this
has worked for over 20 play throughs since 2009. Never used Force Field, but maybe Ill give it a
look. Ive always done well with Cone of Cold and Blizzard though being that both of them can handle
multiple enemies with a single spell. You do need a CC specialist though. Force Field, Crushing
Prison and the like are invaluable. Imo, Spirit school is severely undervalued. Mana Clash tree,
Telekinectic tree, Dispel tree.all very much useful. Against the most dangerous enemies The Mages.
Even other Lieutenants or Bosses are impactedoften by the likes of Dispel, FF or CP. The only thing
is.Id put Glyphs into Spirit too. They just feel more mystical than what Creation stands for. Id also
put Walking Bomb into Entropylol you dont say. Idk how Id redistribute the Entropy and the Primal.
I never understood how Walking Bomb is NOT an Entropy based skill line. I mean, it pretty much
nails the meaning of the word entropy. What is a CC Specialist. You made me load up the game just
to try and figured out what CC meant and I still dont see it.

Although you go on to talk about Spirit spells, so I wonder if it could be a difference between regions
and versions for regional areas if there is such a thing with DAO. Ill fully admit I probably do under
utilize a lot of spells that I just cant see as being useful. Even if I do use Wynne, every mage gets the
full gambit of Primal, though I wish you could pick and choose which ones rather than having to do
them all in sequence because there are some I never use, but have to have the ability before being
able to select the ones I actually want. Crushing Prison Ill give you, but the only other one I ever use
in Spirit besides Crushing Prison is Mind Blast and you have that right off the bat. Anything that
Stuns or Stops enemies are the highest priority, which is why Cone of Cold is a must for every mage
as well as Blizzard. Two mages with Blizzard and Tempest can take out nearly every enemy from
afar and never even have to get up close and personal. Ill have one mage cast blizzard, the other
cast tempest. The moment the spells are cast, reverse it and have the other cast Blizzard and
tempest again. It makes all enemies within the radius fall again and probably 99 times out of 100,
whoever didnt get frozen in the first blizzard, gets frozen in the 2nd and doing double Blizzard
damage and double tempest damage throughout the duration of the blizzard with mages on the edge



of the blizzard for anyone who gets unfrozen and a blast of cone of cold keeps them in the blizzard
tempest field. Usually theyre all dead well before the blizzards are done running their course. At that
point, you just give your Tank a crossbow and your Rogue a long bow and call it a day. Never a need
for an up close and personal battle once you get that far developed. I do tend to give someone Spirit
Healer for Group Heal and Revival, but its really only needed for Dragons and maybe a one off battle
here or there.

Being that with that setup 99% of any fight can be won from afar or even if someone does get close,
dual cone of cold keeps them frozen. Theres really no need for any of the other spells. Theres an
argument to be made for the other spells being needed so the game doesnt get boring with the same
2 or 3 spells being used to kill everything over and over which could make the game redundant and
boring over time. That much Ill agree and it could pose a problem in a nitemare situation, but I tend
not to play the crazy difficult modes, so it works for me. I think it was my first or 2nd play through
that I had Morrigan learn all of Entropy, but I found that it never got used and that the primal are
you biggest heavy hitting damage, so if they cant move, heavy damage is headed their way, so
anything that stuns, freezes, paralyses, etc.Its also quite possible that Im stuck in a mode of whats
proven to work, so giving other things that also a work a try is difficult because I know this has
worked for over 20 play throughs since 2009. You just proved my pointD I mean, its rare that I find
things useless. Traps also are not that deadly. As I always say, perfect balance and design here; Lock
pick was more important in the days before the DLCs. Money was a lot more scarce before the DLCs
came out that added more things to sell at a considerable price. Shales power ups mostly, but not
limited to them specifically Being able to pick locks does give your more things to sell.There are a lot
of locked chests, but you make the most of it if you start as a Rogue and have it be a starting trait.
Other than that. yeah, I agree with everything you just said. Lock pick was more important in the
days before the DLCs. Money was a lot more scarce before the DLCs came out that added more
things to sell at a considerable price. Shales power ups mostly, but not limited to them specifically
Being able to pick locks does give your more things to sell.

There are a lot of locked chests, but you make the most of it if you start as a Rogue and have it be a
starting trait. Other than that. yeah, I agree with everything you just said. I mean, the loot is
marginally better here than it is in Tyranny. And the best dagger is a DLC itemthe Edge, ofc. Best
put with a Lock Pick on the same charactertypically Leliana to min max your profituseless if using
the trading glitch if you will. The skill segment is in FAR greater need of help than the Talents ever
were. Except the bugged talents like Shattering Blows, ofc. There are a lot of locked chests, but you
make the most of it if you start as a Rogue and have it be a starting trait. Other than that. yeah, I
agree with everything you just said. I mean, the loot is marginally better here than it is in Tyranny.
And the best dagger is a DLC itemthe Edge, ofc. Best put with a Lock Pick on the same
charactertypically Leliana to min max your profituseless if using the trading glitch if you will. The
skill segment is in FAR greater need of help than the Talents ever were. Except the bugged talents
like Shattering Blows, ofc. Ill disagree about Survival. I like having it at least up to the 2nd one. It
provides just enough enemy detection that makes it so youre not going to run into a horde of
werewolves or darkspawn accidentally. Those werewolves are wicked fast, so having a little warning
is good for managing how many will attack you at once. The rest I agree. The only time I ever use
them is for completing the quests that require them in lothering and the one in Orzammar. Although
most of the time I dont even care about the one in orzammar. Its not my problem that shes sick and
going to die. Someone there should know how to make the potion. All trademarks are property of
their respective owners in the US and other countries. Some geospatial data on this website is
provided by geonames.org. Several functions may not work. Please reenable javascript to access full
functionality.

SiegfriedmBut I want to teach it to Morrigan. Portucally When I was working on my Ranger Trainer



at Party Camp, it caught my attention that the Ranger specialization wasnt the only one that could
only be unlocked by buying a book. The Spirit Healer was another one that no Companion Im looking
at you, Wynne or NPC could be convinced to teach you, no matter what. So, while I was trying to
learn more about the Toolset, and upgrading my Ranger Trainer to version 2, I was also working on
this mod for the Spirit Healer. The basics are the same You meet an NPC, a quest is proposed. You
accept it or not. If you accept it, upon completion you will get the Spirit Healer Specialization as
reward. This is also my 2nd attempt at creating faces. So, let me know if something is missing. It
removes the Spirit Healer Manual from the Tranquil Proprietor in Wonders of Thedas shop in
Denerim. It adds a new NPC into the Frostack Mountains Pass that will give a quest to find his lost
friend and by completing his quest, youll get the Spirit Healer specialization as reward. I did this
this way because I think the Manual should remain possible to acquire no matter your choice, even if
a bit later. I made it so that even if the quest is refused, it can still be possible to get the
specialization. Is there any point in installing this mod then. Only if you are like me and think that its
funnier to play a little quest to unlock a specialization than simply buy a book at some shop. What
inspired you to set this quest on Orzammar. The fact that despite being mentioned several times, we
never encounter any Grey Warden in the Deep Roads doing the Calling. In DA2 we found Larius but
in Origins, there is none to be seen. Even with most of the Wardens in Ferelden being killed at
Ostagar, I always find that it a bit strange. That and the need to find another suitable Spirit Healer
Mage to teach the specialization inspired this small quest. Those names are familiar to me. Yes.

While looking for Spirit Mages that I could use, I found this little game set in the world of Thedas.
And yes, I realize that the events played there are supossed to be about 30 years before Origins but
who can say a Grey Warden cant survive that long. Thats why I created these 2 faces as close as I
could with the Toolset limitations and my lack of knowledge, aging them as they would look 30 years
older. Will we hear more about this NPCs in the future. Not from me. It was my intention to make
the quest this way.Now the important thing. Is this mod voiced Yes. But Computer generated. Cant
buy it from Wonders of Thedas or Levi Dryden in the DLC. Any help is appreciated. I am level 13 and
hoping to take the specialization at 14. Thanks. It peremanetly disappears once you buy it once.
Otherwise, you can purchase the manual for 12g at the Dalish Camp in the Brecilian Outskirts from
Varathorn. The caster’s spellpower determines how strong the form is. With Master Shapeshifter,
the caster becomes a Bereskarn and gains the Overwhelm ability. The caster’s spellpower will
increase the forms statistics and the effectiveness of it’s abilities. While in this form, the caster gains
Divide the Swarm causing all damage taken to remove mana rather than health at the cost of no
longer being able to generate mana. While in this form, the caster is immune to missile attacks and
will evade most physical attacks but is extremely vulnerable to fire attacks. With Master
Shapeshifter, the caster will regenerate health as they deal damage in this form. Any party member
further than 5m will not have injuries cured and will receive reduced healing. You must be the Mage
to enter the Fade, not Morrigan. According to the DAO wiki, this will not change the story in any way
and will still have the same outcome ingame as it would if you decided to fight and kill the demon
instead. Targets without blood are immune. Blood Magic’s aura is required to cast the spell.

If the target resists the control, they will instead take a large amount of damage due to the
manipulation of their blood. Targets without blood are immune. In addition, regardless of the aura is
active, a mage who has learned Combat Magic can still use their magic stat instead of strength to
equip high level weapons and armor. While this aura is active, the Arcane Warrior loses mana
rapidly. Resilience adds a bonus to health regeneration while this mode is active. When coupled with
motivate, the attack bonus is increased. Even if Wynne is not in your party, she will leave
permanantly due to your actions, but you can lie to Leliana and she’ll stay. You can avoid this
altogether by saving before making the choice, unlocking the specialization and then loading your
save. For some reason it will save Reaver as unlocked for your profile. If the initial target is a
spellcaster, they will lose mana and take additional spirit damage unless they pass a mental



resistance check. All effected targets will be knocked down or stunned unless they pass a physical
resistance check. You can also purchase the manual after the Landsmeet in the Elven Alienage in
Denerim from Alarith. During a successful Backstab attack, the Assassin gains additional damage
based on their Cunning. The amount of the bonus is determined by the Bard’s Cunning. Only one
song can be sung at a time. For the duration of the ability, each attack will be a critical strike. I’d
definitely recommend checking the wiki out if you have questions on how to play a certain
specialization, especially if you’re interested in playing a Blood Mage since I had a hell of a time with
that going through my original play through. His favorite console of all time is the Sega Dreamcast,
with a deep love for console gaming in general. Aside from that, hes super into metal and industrial
music, the wild world of professional wrestling, cooking, and doing this whole blogging thing.Notify
me of new posts via email.

Learn how your comment data is processed. To find out more, including how to control cookies, see
here. This is because she is easily missed, as your choices can force you to kill her. Her not being
romanceable is also part of her being an underdog in terms of popular characters. She was one of its
most powerful mages. She was a wellwritten mentor as well. She did not cloak herself in mystery in
order to seem more wise, like most onedimensional mentor characters. She was full of surprises, and
a lot of players missed that if they didnt recruit her or read Dragon Age Asunder. Be aware that
major spoilers for the books and games are ahead. If you are lucky enough in Origins, she actually
mentions a son in a particular banter. However, it is not until the book that you get all the juicy
details. They do reunite in the book as he was taken away from her as an infant. They do bicker a lot,
which is understandable. By the end of the book though, they do reach a mostly peaceful
understanding. However, Wynne has admitted that the father is a Templar. When he came forward
about being pregnant in the Circle, she refused to divulge the fathers identity. This is because the
Templar should have been in major trouble for consorting with a mage. The Templar was Evangeline
de Brassard, and she actually died. She is a dwarf soul in a Golem, and she travels with Wynne in
Dragon Age Asunder as Wynne tries to find a cure for Shales Golem body. She tries his drink and
speaks like a professional taste tester, mentioning all the ingredients she can taste. Nutty flavor,
slightly sweet, just a hint of toastiness. Theres some spice to it.Wynnes specialization is Spirit
Healer, which is quite useful if you do not want to die. A lot of companions can teach you their
specialization if you have high approval with them and are also the same class. However, Wynne
doesnt teach you. It is strange, especially since she was a literal teacher in the Circle Tower.

You get to see some old companions from the first game, and Wynne is one of them. Obviously, she
will only appear if she survived Origins. She is who you talk to in order to start the quest, Ines the
Botanist. If they read her entry in The World of Thedas Volume 2 though, a little light is shed on her
early years. She was discovered in a place called Langwynne in Fereldan, which is how she got her
name. She lived with the farmers that discovered her in a hayloft for a couple months. She powers
manifested when she retaliated against the sons bullying her. She set them on fire! According to The
World of Thedas Volume 2, she was an ideal student of magic. Her methods with magic all seemed
natural, and she quickly progressed through the ranks until she became a mentor for other mages.
She changed her tune though after her first student escaped the Circle. In the book, the characters
attend her funeral. Leliana suggests burying Wynne near a tree at Andorals Reach. However, a look
at the map shows Andorals Reach directly under The Blasted Hills in the northern area of Orlasis.
Her favorite games include Dragon Age, Pokemon, Final Fantasy XIV, Team Ico games, Okami, and
RPG maker horror games. The site may not work properly if you dont update your browser. If you do
not update your browser, we suggest you visit old reddit. Press J to jump to the feed.But I want to
make morrigans second specialization spirit healer. Is there another way to do it. Also how do you
guys use her shape shifting. I never really liked using it because you cant use the other spells but
maybe Im thinking about it the wrong way. And i never really used her shape shifting sepecialization
either. Kinda useless to me personaly. The only way to obtain it is by buying the manual as Mah1074



already said. I only use her shape shifting when shes run out of mana and I dont want to waste
lyrium potions on her because I expect to be able to win the fight without it.

It allows her to still participate in the fight apart from only attacking with her wand. All rights
reserved Back to top. As a mage, these specializations will give you access to powerful new spells.
Spirit Healer is one of the most useful Dragon Age specializations because it lets you keep your
party from dying much more effectively than you can with potions or basic healing spells. This is a
good specialization to take if you are planning to be a ranged mage, staying away from the center of
combat at least part of the time. You can switch focus between casting damage and healing spells, or
you can use your spirit healer as a designated healer, who saves all his or her mana for the purposes
of keeping everyone else in the party alive and fit for combat. You also get access to a new tree of
mage spells. The benefit of this in a combat situation is pretty obvious. The spell also restores a
small amount of health to those party members, to keep them alive long enough for them to use a
heal spell or poltice. This spell is effective over a certain area, which you choose, so if a couple of
party members have fallen close to each other you can raise them all at once. It periodically heals all
allies close to the caster as well as curing them of any injuries they’ve sustained. It takes a
significant amount of mana, but is especially valuable for its duration and because it keeps you from
having to rely on injury kits. Instead, the only way to gain this specialization is by purchasing the
right book. The tome is available at the Wonders of Thedas shop in Denerim for 15 gold. If you have
the Warden’s Keep downloadable content, you can also buy the spirit healer manual from the Keep’s
vendor. As is the case with most decisions in Dragon Age there is no right or wrong answer, but
some combinations are more effective than others. The arcane warrior is typically found at the
center of the action, and spirit healer spells can keep you alive long enough to do a lot of damage.
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